Abstract-This paper firstly provides a whole modeling process of floating-base space manipulator systems (FBSMS) and proposes a general formula of dynamical equation of two dimensional (2-D) and three dimensional (3-D) systems, which can help us obtain a better understanding of dynamical structure of FBSMS. Then, the fundamental reason why coupled dynamics phenomenon is raised, and decoupling analysis procedure of dynamics between a manipulator and a floating base is given. Finally, a contrast test is conducted to prove that motion of manipulator will decrease positioning accuracy of the end-effector in floating base case.
For several decades, along with rapid development of aerospace industry, hwnan activities in outer space become more and more popular [1] , [2] . However, severe space environment such as intense radiation, vast temperature variations and high vacuum brings enormous safety threats for astronauts' life. Also, there exists lots of hwnan involvement in some kinds of space activities, which bring troubles to cost reduction of space exploration. More and more researchers consider that using FBSMS to complete auxiliary or autonomously partial or whole tasks is obviously a new trend in the future. Furthermore, many FBSMS are already applied into the real work, and achievements obtained so far are satisfactory [3] , [4] .
Nevertheless, there exists coupled dynamics phenomenon between a manipulator and a base, especially when the mass of the base is almost the same with that of the manipulator, the coupled phenomenon is much more severe [5] . So, position and attitude of the base would be disturbed by the manipulator and vice versa. So far, a popular solution adopted is installing position and attitude control system which is also called reaction control system (RCS) on the base [6] , such as reaction wheels, momentwn wheels and reaction jets. While, as a result, aseries of disadvantages arises.
Therefore, in this paper, from viewpoint of decoupling of system dynamics, we attempt to find a kinematic condition of each manipulator joint to satisfy zero-reaction of the base. More significantly, it provides dynamical cognition and theoretical foundation that decoupling analysis of dynamics among FBSMS' coupled dynamics is conducted.
So, different from planetary robot systems (including industrial robot systems on the surface of the earth), modeling, analysis and control process of the space manipulator systems are much more complex, whose main reason is coupled dynamics relationship between both subsets (the manipulator subsystem and the base) [7] . What we are interested in this paper is modeling, decoupling of dynamics and simulation for FBSMS. At last, the goal we pursue is realization of reactionless manipulation of the manipulator with respect to (w.r.t.) the base.
n. G ENERAL FORMULA OF DYNAMICS
There is a special feature in the dynamical relationship of FBSMS [8] . According to the law of action and reaction, the motion of manipulator arm disturbs the position and attitude of the base, at the same time, the motion of the base interferes, in turn, positioning accuracy of the manipulator. This brings a severe challenge for control system design for the manipulator.
To understand fundamentally coupled relationship among the systems, we need to build a systematic and distinct mathematic model. In past three decades, researchers have discussed the modeling problem many times with series of methods. While, in those papers, modeling process is very simple and incomplete. That is helpless for us to recognize dynamic system.
A. Definition and Explanation
FBSMS consists of an N-joints manipulator arm and a floating base (satellites, space shuttle, spacecraft etc.). Its structure diagram is shown in Fig. 1 as follows.
Here, we give some hypothesizes: 1) The base and N links of manipulator are all rigid bodies, which is called body 0 to body N in turn. 2) Joint i between link i-I and link i is revolute.
3) The whole system is in a weightless environment without any force acted on. FBSMS has a tree topology that there is only one joint between two links.
Coordinate system I o Iinked on the base is located at its CM, whose radius vector w.r.t. I, is r o ' Related geometrical and physical parameters are shown in Fig 
B. Basic Kinematics
Although kinematic relationship of the system between 3-D space case and 2-D plane case is similar, expressions of them are different. A detailed discussion is shown in this subsection. It must be noted that geometrical and physical variables in 3-D space systems are 3-D column vectors,
where, F= [-y x] ,r=[x yf .
According to Fig. 1 , radius vector of CM of link i can be written as:
Then, linear velocity of CM of each link be written as:
Angle velocity of CM of each link be written as:
Based on formula (2) and (3), velocity twist of link i can be written as: (4) 234 where,
• 3-D space systems Similarly, definition of cross production is shown as folIows:
rxd =Fd, d, r ER 3 , wh~e, , =[x, y, z] , and h [:y ~ H According to Fig. 1 , radius vector of CM of link can be written as:
Then, linear velocity of CM of each link be written as
Based on formula (5) and (6), velocity twist of link i can be written as: JRi =(kl,.·· ,k, ., O,. ··O) .
In summary, general formula of velocity twist for 2-D planar systems and 3-D space systems can be described as:
where, { Vi =_vo +F~~OJo . +Jn~
Next, from the view of kinetic energy of the system under generalized coordinates, the generalized formula is deduced. Finally, a matrix called generalized mass is obtained which is necessary in the following subsection.
• Kinetic energy for FBSMS In inertial coordinate system, kinetic energy of a rigid multi-body system consisting of n+ 1 elements can be written as:
Then equation (10) can be simplified into:
+lÜ o HOJ lÜ o +rjJ HOJ, p lÜ o +v o JTOJ rjJ+lÜ o HOJ, p rjJ+rjJ H, p rjJ)
Formula (10) 
Similar to 3-D cases, formula (11) is fit for 2-D cases. It is noted that
• General dynamic equation For FBSMS, there is no external forces exerted. Using T to represent torque of each joint of the manipulator, the general dynamic equation for FBSMS can be written as: (12) where,
TJT
(1)0 .
And, c b and c m are elements related to velocity of base or joint angle, respectively.
III. DECOUPLlNG OF SYSTEM DYNAMTCS
As can be seen from equation (12), coupled phenomenon exists between generalized coordinates x b and rjJ. In order to achieve the purpose of decoupling of dynamics, the relationship between the two variables must be found out, which can guide us to conduct reactionless manipulation of the manipulator w.r.t the base.
Generally, the next discussion is all related to 3-D cases, in other words, x b E R 6 • During movement of manipulator, there exists coupled phenomenon between the base and the manipulator. Build a body-Iinked coordinate system La located at CM of the base. Momentum °L T and angular momentum °L OJ W.r.t La are called respectively as coupled momentum and coupled angular momentum between both elements in the inertial coordinate system LI' So, according to momentum theorem, generalized force exerted by the manipulator' s movement acting on the base can be shown as (13) where I Ao represents coordinate transformation matrix of body-linked La w.r.t. inertial LI .
Based on Sections II.B and II.C, generalized coupled force between the base and the manipulator in inertial coordinate system is (14) Then, obtain the integral form of (14): (15) This formula is named as coupled momentum interested. The amount of the coupled momentum reflects the coupled degree between the base and the manipulator. Then, if let the L=O during the whole process, we have: (16) where, ,; is an arbitrary column vector, and its coefficient matrix is called null-reaction mapping-factor. This reaction null space concept has been originally put forward in [9] . IV.
SIMULATION BASED ON REACTION NULL SPACE CONCEPT
According to the text mentioned in Section III, it is observed that there exists obvious dynamical coupling phenomenon between the base and the manipulator mounted on it. In this section, a computer simulation is conducted in order to show prove that there indeed exists coupled dynamical phenomenon. A simple example shown in Fig. 2 presents schematic drawing of a 4-link manipulator installed on a free floating base. Those geometrie and inertial parameters of the system are listed in Table I . 0.5-0.6,0.3,-O.2t and its trajectory shown in Fig.3 .
At the same time, assume that a same manipulator is installed on a fixed body. D-H parameters are illustrated in Table 11 . Then, given the same input conditions with the floating-base case. At last, measure the trajectory of a special point on the end-effector and compare it with that in the floating-base case. Fig. 4 shows the results of the two simulation tests. The red line represents trajectory of the end-effector in fixed base case and the blue one represents that in floating base case. Obviously, the reason for appearance of that deviation is coupling relationship between the floating base and the manipulator. 
V. CONCLUSI0NS
In this paper, the kinematics of space-based manipulator systems has been discussed and the general formula of dynamics of FBSMS was proposed. It is notably that coefficient matrix of the general dynamical formula are reified which is different from previous work. The authors conduct analysis about generalized coupled force between the floating base and the manipulator. And by letting the coupled momentum be zero, the reaction null space of the base is obtained. Simulation results about positional and attitude variation of the base caused by joint motion of the manipulator prove the accuracy of prediction discussed ahead before in the text.
